INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Oscillatory systems arise naturally in biological sciences such as in metabolic cycle ([@B1]), cell biology ([@B2]--[@B7]), endocrinology ([@B8]), circadian biology ([@B9]--[@B11]) and so on. Examples of oscillatory systems include, cell division cycle, circadian clock, hormonal monthly cycle in women and so on. An oscillatory system typically consists of several components that have a rhythmic pattern of expression, i.e. those non-flat patterns that repeated over a fixed period of time. For instance, genes (i.e. components) participating in cell division cycle (i.e. the oscillatory system) follow a rhythmic pattern of expression where the peak expression of a gene corresponds to its biological function ([@B5],[@B6]). Often biologists are interested in identifying such genes to understand their functions in the cell division cycle. This paper is motivated by recent interest among pharmacologists and medical doctors to understand circadian rhythms and their role in human physiology, metabolism, and medical treatment etc. Researchers are discovering that numerous health outcomes, such as obesity, production of growth hormones (and abnormal growth patterns) among teenagers and so on. are linked to the sleep patterns and the circadian rhythms ([@B12]--[@B14]). Recently, Zhang *et al.* ([@B15]) discovered that even the efficacy of a drug is related to the time of the day a patient received the drug. To understand circadian clock and its implications on health, there is considerable interest among researchers in identifying and studying genes participating in the circadian clock. Specifically, there is interest in exploring genomic data to identify genes with rhythmic pattern over time in a given tissue ([@B15]). When dealing with an oscillatory system consisting of a large number of components, the identification of components that display rhythmic pattern over time is a challenging problem. For example, for a given tissue, the identification of rhythmic genes actively participating in a circadian cycle using a time-course gene expression data is not a simple problem due to (a) variability in time-course expression data, and (b) the absence of a natural flexible parametric model that fits well for a broad collection of rhythmic genes not all of which have a sinusoidal pattern of expression. Challenges in fitting mathematical models such as the Fourier models and other parametric models, especially when less than 50 time points in two or three cycles are available, is well acknowledged in the literature ([@B16]--[@B27]).

Although throughout this paper we focus on circadian clock gene expression data, the methodology discussed in this paper is potentially applicable to other oscillatory systems as well. As an alternative to some of the existing methodologies, in this paper, we develop a method based on order restricted inference ([@B28],[@B29]) to classify genes according to various time-course profiles, such as, cyclical, quasi cyclical (these two profiles will be considered as rhythmic), non-flat and non-periodic, or flat (which will be considered as non-rhythmic). For a sample of patterns, see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The proposed methodology is non-parametric in the sense that it does not assume a parametric form for the time-course profile, but instead relies on the mathematical inequalities among mean expressions at various time points.

![Idealized shapes of signals in two time periods of a circadian clock.](gkw771fig1){#F1}

Performance of the proposed methodology, relative to two existing methods JTK_Cycle (JTK) algorithm ([@B22]) and RAIN ([@B26]), is evaluated using extensive simulation experiments as well as a publicly available circadian clock data at the NCBI GEO database ([@B30]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Notation and definitions {#SEC2-1}
------------------------

Without loss of generality, we assume that period of a circadian clock is 24 h long and, as is usually the case, two periods of data are available ([@B31]). The methodology described here can be trivially extended to the case when there are more than two periods of data.

For each gene, within each period, we assume that data are available at *n* different time points. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{Y}_j=(Y_{1j},\dots ,Y_{nj})^{\prime }$\end{document}$ denote the vector of gene expressions of a gene at the *n* time points in the *j*th period *j* = 1, 2 and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{Y}=(\boldsymbol{Y}_1^{\prime }, \boldsymbol{Y}_2^{\prime })^{^{\prime }}.$\end{document}$ We further assume that the sampling variance is constant at all time points and that the gene expression at each time point follows a normal distribution and the expressions are uncorrelated at all time points. In other words, the observed data are modeled by a signal plus error model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\epsilon }_j \sim N_n(0,\sigma ^2 I)$\end{document}$ independent and *j* = 1, 2.

A gene is said to be periodic if and only if it satisfies Definition 1, i.e., for any given time point, its mean expression does not change from period to period.

[Definition 1.]{.smallcaps} *Periodic signal*
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu } {\ is\ said\ to\ be\ periodic} \iff \quad \boldsymbol{\mu }_1=\boldsymbol{\mu }_2=\boldsymbol{\mu }$\end{document}$.

Periodic signal includes a wide range of shapes (some examples are provided in Supplementary Figure S1 in the Supporting Materials). Among these, a common shape of interest to a biologist is the cyclical signal with a unique peak (U) and a unique trough (L) within a period (panel (A) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The time point corresponding to the peak expression represents the time to peak expression of a gene which potentially corresponds to its function in the circadian clock. Several authors, such as ([@B19],[@B32]), or ([@B22]), modeled $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu }$\end{document}$ using a parametric function of time such as the sinusoidal function. These methods use least squares principle to fit the observed expression data to a sinusoidal curve and identify the best fitting sinusoidal curve. However, from our experience with the cell-cycle and circadian clock data, the sinusoidal function is too rigid and that the real circadian clock data, although cyclical, need not have a perfect sinusoidal signal depicted in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. For examples of figures that are cyclical but not perfectly sinusoidal see Figure S2 in the Supporting Materials. For this reason, we expand the class of sinusoidal shaped functions to a class of non-parametric cyclical shaped signals where the shape is entirely described by the mathematical inequalities among the components of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu }$\end{document}$ satisfying a sinusoidal shaped pattern.](gkw771fig2){#F2}

D[efinition]{.smallcaps} 2. *Cyclical signal*
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}{}$C_{LU}=\lbrace \boldsymbol{\mu } \in \mathbb {R}^n : \mu _1 \ge \mu _2 \ge \ldots \ge \mu _L \le \mu _{L+1} \le \ldots \mu _{U-1} \le \mu _U \ge \mu _{U+1} \ge \ldots \ge \mu _n \rbrace$\end{document}$.

In other words, a signal is said to be cyclical if (a) it has the same pattern $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu }_1 = \boldsymbol{\mu }_2 = \boldsymbol{\mu }$\end{document}$), and (b) in each period the signal monotonically decreases up to time point *L* and then increases up to a time point *U* (with *L* \< *U*) before decreasing again. This definition is more general than the classical sinusoidal shape. Note that, for convenience and without loss of generality, in the above definition we have the trough followed by the peak (i.e. *L* \< *U*). Our definition of cyclical signal allows for the opposite pattern where in each period the signal monotonically increases up to time point *U* and then decreases up to a time point *L* (with *U* \< *L*) before increasing again. A first description of cyclical patterns using inequalities appears in ([@B33]), and was implemented in ([@B34]) for short time-course experiments (see ([@B34],[@B35])). In this paper, we develop a different methodology that is also able to cope with long time-course data as those appearing in circadian clock studies.

We have observed from cell cycle and circadian clock data that there are rhythmic genes that do not have a cyclical signal. For example, they have multiple local peaks and/or troughs within each period and such patterns are repeated in both periods. We refer to such genes as quasi cyclical (panel (B) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

It is also common to find genes with non-flat and non-periodic signals such as those depicted in panel (C) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. For example, a gene may have a distinct cyclical pattern in one period but may have a flat pattern of expression in the other period. Patterns not represented by the above three are regarded as flat patterns (panel (D) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and that the observed data are merely noise around a flat line.

Consequently, our proposed algorithm ORIOS, described in the following subsection, classifies each gene into one of the four shapes described in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. More precisely, ORIOS classifies cyclical and quasi-cyclical as rhythmic genes, while flat and non-flat and non-periodic are classified as non-rhythmic genes. Some examples of genes corresponding to these four shapes from real data are displayed in Supplementary Figure S3 in the Supporting Materials.

Order restricted inference for oscillatory systems (ORIOS) {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------

The flowchart of ORIOS is described in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. It consists of two major steps, a filtering step and a classification step. For each gene, we first estimate landmarks *L* and *U* as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \hat{L} = \arg \min _i \overline{Y}_{i.} \qquad \hat{U} = \arg \max _i \overline{Y}_{i.} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$ Figure 3.Flowchart of the ORIOS algorithm.In the first step, called filtering step, we distinguish between non-rhythmic genes and potentially rhythmic genes. A gene that is declared potentially rhythmic in the filtering step is classified either as cyclical, quasi cyclical or flat in the classification step. A non-rhythmic gene is classified as either flat or non-flat and non-periodic. Statistical tests performed in ORIOS are conditional tests developed in order restricted inference (cf. ([@B7],[@B36])).
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}{}$\boldsymbol{Y}_{j}\sim N_n(\boldsymbol{\mu }_{j},\sigma ^2 I)$\end{document}$ for *j* = 1, 2.

### Filtering Step {#SEC2-2-1}

Corresponding to each gene, in this step we test the following hypotheses using the methodology described in Subsection 1.1 in the Supporting Materials, where *c*~1~ and *c*~2~ are some arbitrary unknown constants and **1** = (1, 1, ..., 1)′: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} \begin{array}{*{20}{l}} {{H_{10}}:\boldsymbol{\mu }_1 = {c_1}{\bf 1}}& \qquad{{H_{20}}:\boldsymbol{\mu }_2 = {c_2}{\bf 1}}\\ {{H_{11}}:\boldsymbol{\mu }_1 \in {C_{LU}}}& \qquad {{H_{21}}:\boldsymbol{\mu }_2 \in {C_{LU}}} \end{array} \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ Let *p*~0*j*~, denote the *p*-value obtained for testing *H*~*j*0~ against the alternative *H*~*j*1~, *j* = 1, 2. Let *p*~0~ = max ~*j*\ =\ 1,\ 2~(*p*~0*j*~). Since there are a larger number of genes therefore a large number of tests are being performed. For this reason, we adjust the resulting *p*-values *p*~0~ using the Benjamini--Hochberg (BH) procedure ([@B37]), to control the false discovery rate (FDR). Genes with BH adjusted *p*-values less than α are declared to be potentially rhythmic, otherwise they are declared to be non-rhythmic (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

### Classification step {#SEC2-2-2}

For genes that are declared to be non-rhythmic in the filtering step, we classify them into either flat signal (panel (D) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) or non-flat and non-periodic signal (panel (C) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is achieved by testing the null hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu } \in C_{LU}$\end{document}$. More precisely, we test: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} \begin{array}{ll}H_0: & \boldsymbol{\mu }_1=\boldsymbol{\mu }_2 =\boldsymbol{\mu } = c {\bf 1}\\ H_1: & \boldsymbol{\mu } \in C_{LU} \\ \end{array} \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$

If the null is rejected, after adjusting the *p*-values by the BH procedure for multiple testing, then we conclude that the gene is non-flat and non-periodic. Otherwise we declare the gene to be flat.

For genes that are declared to be potentially rhythmic in the filtering step, we also distinguish among cyclical, quasi cyclical or flat observed expressions. To distinguish between them, we first test the following hypotheses: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*} \begin{array}{ll}H_1: & \boldsymbol{\mu } \in C_{LU} \\ H_2: &\boldsymbol{\mu } \in \mathbb {R}^n \end{array} \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ If the null hypothesis *H*~1~ is rejected then we conclude that the gene is periodic but not cyclical or flat, and hence classify it as quasi cyclical gene. If the null hypothesis *H*~1~ is not rejected then we conduct the test described in ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). If the null *H*~0~ in ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is rejected (after adjusting for multiple testing using the BH procedure) then the gene is declared to be cyclical otherwise it is declared to be flat. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the gene classification according to the results obtained from the above testing problems. The theoretical details of this step are described in second subsection of the Supporting Materials.

###### Gene classification according to ORIOS algorithm

  Filtering Stage   Classification Stage   Result   
  ----------------- ---------------------- -------- ---------------------------
  Yes               Yes                    \-       Quasi cyclical
  Yes               No                     Yes      Cyclical
  Yes               No                     No       Flat
  No                \-                     Yes      Non-flat and non-periodic
  No                \-                     No       Flat

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Performance of ORIOS in a *Simulated dataset* {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------

In this section we compare the performance of ORIOS with JTK_Cycle algorithm ([@B22]) and RAIN ([@B26]) using several simulated datasets described below. Specifically, we are interested in comparing the three methods in terms of the proportion of false positive and false negative identification of a given pattern as in related works in literature ([@B38],[@B39]).

### Study design {#SEC3-1-1}

To compare the three methods, we simulated a total of 40 000 'genes'. Corresponding to each gene, within each period *j, j* = 1, 2, we simulated expression data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{Y}_j$\end{document}$ for the 24 time points using simulated dataset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$N_{24}({\boldsymbol{\mu }_j,\sigma ^2 I})$\end{document}$ where σ^2^ is fixed to be 1. The values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\boldsymbol{\mu }_j$\end{document}$ were chosen so as to represent different shapes of signals. Motivated by circadian gene databases ([@B40]), we generated 30% rhythmic and 70% non-rhythmic genes, i.e. 12 000 rhythmic genes and 28 000 non-rhythmic genes.

The 12 000 patterns of rhythmic genes consisted of six shapes (2000 each) depicted in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, namely, *Cosine, Cosine Two, Cosine Peak, Sine Square, Asymmetric and Quasi Cyclic*. Of the 28 000 non-rhythmic genes, 26 000 were chosen flat pattern, and the remaining 2000 were chosen equally among the remaining 4 non-rhythmic patterns in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, namely, *One Peak, Two Peaks, Cosine Flat and Flat Trend*.

![Rhythmic signal shapes in two periods for simulating rhythmic genes.](gkw771fig4){#F4}

![Non-rhythmic signal shapes in two periods for simulating non-rhythmic genes.](gkw771fig5){#F5}

In this simulation study the time points representing the two periods were taken to be {0, 1, 2, ..., 47}, the phase shifts were chosen from an uniform distribution in \[0, 47\] and the median level amplitude is fixed according to ([@B39]). The α level for all our tests was taken to be 0.01. When BH procedure is used it represents the nominal FDR level.

### Results of the simulation study {#SEC3-1-2}

Results of our simulation study comparing the performance of ORIOS, JTK (version 3) and RAIN (according to the default parameters described in ([@B26])) are summarized in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. In each case, we computed the proportion of times an algorithm missed to identify a particular rhythmic pattern (i.e. false negative, FN) and the proportion of times it falsely declares a non-rhythmic pattern to be rhythmic (i.e. false positive, FP).

###### False positive and negative rates and mean error for the different signals in the simulated datasets for each classification algorithm considered (α = 0.01)

                   ORIOS       JTK         RAIN                                
  ---------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  *Cosine*                     0.000                   0.000                   0.000
  *Cosine Two*                 0.000                   0.000                   0.000
  *Cosine Peak*                0.000                   0.003                   0.000
  *Sine Square*                0.000                   0.000                   0.000
  *Asymmetric*                 0.001                   0.973                   0.652
  *Quasi Cyclic*               0.001                   1.000                   0.687
  *Flat*           0.052                   0.000                   0.018       
  *One Peak*       0.000                   0.000                   0.010       
  *Two Peaks*      0.000                   0.000                   0.014       
  *Cosine Flat*    0.012                   0.504                   0.900       
  *Flat Trend*     0.008                   0.102                   0.572       
  **MEAN ERROR**   **0.014**   **0.000**   **0.121**   **0.329**   **0.303**   **0.223**

The simulation study illustrates that ORIOS has the smallest FP and FN rates. The FP rate is close to the nominal level of 0.01 and the FN rate is estimated to be 0. These rates are remarkably low compared to the two competitors, JTK and RAIN, which have an overall FP rates of 12% and 30%, respectively and FN rates of 33% and 22%, respectively.

Detection of rhythmic signals in published circadian gene datasets {#SEC3-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------

We re-analyzed publicly available time-course gene expression data of ([@B22]) which are online available at NCBI GEO, (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>). The mouse liver and pituitary gland as well as the NIH3T3 cell lines data consisted of 45 101 probe sets each, whereas the U2OS human cell lines data consisted of 32 321 probe sets. The data were normalized using RMA grouping transcripts ENSEMBL gene annotations ([@B41]). Each data had 48 time points representing two periods of data. All analyses were performed with FDR α = 0.01. We compared ORIOS with JTK (version 3) and RAIN.

Number of genes identified as rhythmic by the three methods, for the two tissues and cell lines, is summarized in Tables [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and in the Venn diagrams in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. In each dataset RAIN identified the most number of genes to be rhythmic, whereas JTK identified the fewest. Recall from the study reported in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} that RAIN tends to have a very high false positive rate, while JTK tends to have a very high false negative rate. On the other hand, ORIOS has negligible false negative rate while controlling the false positive rate within 1%. Therefore in view of the simulation study results, it is plausible that many of the genes identified by RAIN are false positives and JTK may have failed to identify truly rhythmic genes (false negatives). ORIOS, on the other hand, may have correctly identified many rhythmic as well as non-rhythmic genes in the four datasets.

![Number of rhythmic genes overlapping between ORIOS (green), JTK (purple) and RAIN (blue) for the four datasets considered (α = 0.01).](gkw771fig6){#F6}

###### Number of genes identified as rhythmic by ORIOS, JTK and RAIN for mouse liver, pituitary gland, NIH3T3 and U2OS cell lines (α = 0.01)

              ORIOS   JTK    RAIN
  ----------- ------- ------ -------
  Liver       9259    4998   12381
  Pituitary   3381    717    6571
  NIH3T3      1424    47     4778
  U2OS        914     33     2729

###### Rhythmic and non-rhythmic joint gene detection for ORIOS vs JTK and ORIOS vs RAIN in the four datasets considered (α = 0.01)

                             JTK    RAIN            
  ----------- -------------- ------ -------- ------ --------
  Liver       Rhythmic       3963   5296     6641   2618
              Non-rhythmic   1035   34 807   5740   30 120
  Pituitary   Rhythmic       610    2771     2193   1188
              Non-rhythmic   107    41 613   4378   37 342
  NIH3T3      Rhythmic       36     1388     643    781
              Non-rhythmic   11     43 666   4135   39 542
  U2OS        Rhythmic       31     883      422    492
              Non-rhythmic   2      31 405   2307   29 100

Unlike JTK and RAIN, ORIOS not only identifies rhythmic and non-rhythmic genes but it further classifies them as cyclical, quasi cyclical, flat or non-flat and non-periodic. For each tissue/cell line, in Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} we summarize the classifications obtained by ORIOS. Some examples of patterns detected by ORIOS but not detected by JTK or RAIN are provided in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Note that genes such as Zfp324 and Gosr2 display rhythmic but not perfectly sinusoidal patterns. They display *asymmetric* and *quasi cyclic* rhythms, respectively. Similar patterns are observed for genes in the pituitary gland and the two cell lines (see genes Trim8, Mvh14 and IK in Supplementary Figures S4, S5 and S6 in the Supporting Materials).

![Some rhythmic circadian genes in mouse liver according to ORIOS, which are detected as non-rhythmic by JTK and RAIN (α = 0.01).](gkw771fig7){#F7}

###### Number of genes classified according to different shape categories by ORIOS

              Rhythmic Signals   Non-rhythmic Signals            
  ----------- ------------------ ---------------------- -------- ----
  Liver       9167               92                     35 788   54
  Pituitary   3363               18                     41 720   0
  NIH3T3      1411               13                     43 677   0
  U2OS        906                8                      31 407   0

Consistent with published literature ([@B22]), ORIOS identified considerably more rhythmic genes in liver than pituitary gland ([@B9],[@B22],[@B42]) and far more than in synchronized cell lines.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Modeling gene expression patterns in time-course experiments using a parametric function is a challenging problem as not all genes may obey the same functional form. Even if they did, the determination of a flexible functional form is a challenging task.

Unlike methods based on a parametric function, such as the sinusoidal, ORIOS is free of any modeling assumptions. Consequently, it is fairly flexible to detect a wide range of rhythmic temporal patterns of gene expression such as those depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Such non-cyclical but periodic gene expression patterns are rather common in circadian clock or cell cycle gene expression studies (see Supplementary Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Materials). Although ORIOGEN ([@B34]) is also a methodology based on order restricted inference, by design it will not be powerful for detecting patterns in a long series experiments for oscillatory systems such as the cell-cycle and the circadian clock. This is because ORIOGEN formulates the pattern recognition problem as a union-intersection test. As the number of time points increases, as it would in the case of circadian clock and cell-cycle experiments, the number of alternative hypotheses tested in the union-intersection test in ORIOGEN increases. This results in a substantial loss of power. In fact, ([@B35]) discussed this issue and recommended against using ORIOGEN for long series time course experiments. On the other hand ORIOS is an efficient procedure that circumvents the union-intersection test conducted in ORIOGEN and takes a more direct approach to the problem.

As seen from our simulation studies, the detection of additional non-cyclical but periodic gene expression patterns presents a distinct advantage to ORIOS. ORIOS tends to have negligible false negative rate (i.e. failing to detect a rhythmic pattern when there is one) while controlling the false positive rate (i.e. falsely declaring a pattern to be rhythmic when it is not). Moreover, as seen in Supplementary Table S1 in the Supplementary material, the computation time for ORIOS is similar to that of JTK and lower than that of RAIN. We conducted additional simulation studies (results reported in the Supplementary text) to investigate the performance of ORIOS, JTK and RAIN for sparse time course data where fewer time points are available within each period. We simulated experiments where samples are obtained every 2 h over 2 days (denoted as 2/2 design) and 4 h over 2 days (denoted as 4/2 design). Results are summarized in the Supplementary text (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). The results corresponding to the 2/2 design (Supplementary Table S2) are very similar to those of the 1 hour/2 days design. ORIOS generally performs well in comparison to JTK as well as RAIN. In the case of 4/2 design, there are only 6 time points within each period, which are not large enough to describe *Cosine Two* and *Quasi Cyclic* patterns and hence these 2 patterns were not included for the 4/2 design. From the results reported in Supplementary Table S3, we notice that for the 4/2 design ORIOS performs well in terms of the overall false positive and false negative rates. However, in terms of individual patterns, RAIN seems to have smaller false negative rates than ORIOS for the *Cosine* and the *Sine Square* patterns. On the other hand, RAIN has inflated false negative rates for other patterns and has a large false positive rate compared to ORIOS. JTK tends to have large false negative rates in comparison to both ORIOS and RAIN. It is important to note that when the frequency of sampling is hourly then we have a total of 48 time points over 2 days. Due to this large sample size, our simulation studies suggest that, even at a level of significance as small as 0.01, ORIOS had sufficient power to recognize various patterns quiet accurately. However, as the sampling frequency decreases we expect the power to decrease. For this reason, for 2/2 and 4/2 designs we used the usual nominal level of 0.05 in our simulations reported in the Supplementary text. In fact, in practice we recommend the users to the usual nominal level of 0.05 for low sampling frequency but use smaller level of significance, such as 0.01, when the sampling frequency is high.

As seen in the case of real data, in comparison to JTK and RAIN method, ORIOS successfully identifies rhythmic genes such as 1444048_at or Piga (see Supplementary Figures S7a and S7b in the Supporting Materials) when JTK and RAIN declare them as non-rhythmic. Not only does ORIOS declare these genes as rhythmic, it further classifies them as cyclical and quasi cyclical rhythms, respectively (see panels (a) and (b) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively). Conversely, ORIOS also declares genes such as PSMF1 (see Figure S7c in the Supporting Materials) as non-rhythmic when JTK and RAIN declare it as rhythmic (i.e. false positive detection). More precisely, ORIOS classifies PSMF1 as a non-flat and non-periodic gene (see panel (c) in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Most circadian clock and cell-cycle gene expression studies available in the literature, that we are familiar with, consist of data corresponding to at most two periods. For examples, please refer to the large circadian clock database CircaDB ([@B40]) (<http://circadb.org>) or the famous cell-cycle data base Cyclebase ([@B43]) (<http://www.cyclebase.org>) among others. Each of these websites contains numerous data sets. In each case, the number of periods is at most two. Typically, the long series time course experiments are intrinsically expensive and hence it is not common to study more than two periods. Not only that, as noted in ([@B44]), due to cost considerations, researchers consider single replicates at each time point. For these reasons, we developed our methodology for data involving two periods.

Although we have illustrated our methodology and algorithm for circadian clock data, this procedure can also be used for other oscillatory systems such as, for example, the cell division cycle. Often time course course experiments, such as in the cell cycle experiments (e.g. ([@B45])) may contain more than two periods. In some cases there may be data available on partial third period. Although the methodology described in this paper assumes there are two periods, it can easily be extended to cases when there are more than two periods of data (even if it is partial third period). Secondly, in some instances the exact length of the period may be unknown a priori. In such cases, ORIOS can be modified to first estimate the period of the cycle. Once that is done, the ORIOS algorithm proposed in this paper can be implemented.

The expression data on each gene in an oscillatory system is an average over thousands of cells. Although all cells may be synchronized at the beginning of the cell cycle experiments, over time the cells cease to be synchronized. When that happens the time course gene expression pattern of a cell cycle gene would display attenuation of expression, a phenomenon that is common to cell cycle experiments ([@B46]). Although the present methodology does not specifically model such cell-cycle data, it can be extended to cope with this issue. Moreover, although beyond the scope of this paper, the ORIOS methodology can also be extended to handle heteroscedasticity (i.e. non-constant variance across time), non-normality and dependent time course experiments (e.g. repeated measurements) using resampling procedures such as the bootstrap.

In conclusion, we have introduced a simple methodology that does not make any modeling assumptions, for identifying temporal patterns in gene expression studies. The proposed methodology is flexible and robust to the shape of the gene expression curve and an easy to use R-code is available from the following website to implement ORIOS (<http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/atniehs/labs/bb/staff/peddada/index.cfm>).
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